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The AIAA Aeroelastic Prediction Workshop (AePW) was held in April 2012, bringing together communi-
ties of aeroelasticians, computational fluid dynamicists and experimentalists. The extended objective was to
assess the state of the art in computational aeroelastic methods as practical tools for the prediction of static
and dynamic aeroelastic phenomena. As a step in this process, workshop participants analyzed unsteady
aerodynamic and weakly-coupled aeroelastic cases. Forced oscillation and unforced system experiments and
computations have been compared for three configurations. This paper emphasizes interpretation of the ex-
perimental data, computational results and their comparisons from the perspective of validation of unsteady
system predictions. The issues examined in detail are variability introduced by input choices for the compu-
tations, post-processing, and static aeroelastic modeling. The final issue addressed is interpreting unsteady
information that is present in experimental data that is assumed to be steady, and the resulting consequences
on the comparison data sets.

Nomenclature

CM Pitching moment coefficient

Cp Coefficient of pressure

f Frequency, Hz

M Mach number

x/c Normalized chord location, chordwise coordinate/local chord length

y+ Dimensionless, sublayer-scaled wall coordinate of first node away from surface

α Angle of attack

η Normalized span location, spanwise coordinate/semi-span

AePW Aeroelastic Prediction Workshop

BSCW Benchmark Supercritical Wing

CAE Computational Aeroelasticity

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CRM Common Research Model

ETW European Transonic Windtunnel

FRF Frequency Response Function

HIRENASD HIgh REynolds Number AeroStructural Dynamics

RSW Rectangular Supercritical Wing

TDT Transonic Dynamics Tunnel

I. Introduction

C
REDIBILITY of computational methods has improved in recent years, in large part due to dedicated verification and

validation efforts. Relying on definitions established by the Department of Energy1, 2 and the AIAA:3–5 validation

is the process of determining how well the results from a computational model compare with the characteristics of the

physical system of interest.
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Participants in the Drag Prediction Workshop6, 7 (DPW) series and the High Lift Prediction Workshop8, 9 have

performed quantitative and qualitative assessments of a significant cross-section of computational methods, relative to

experimental data. These efforts have been used to determine the level of confidence that can be placed in computa-

tional results, focusing on steady state rigid configurations. The Aeroelastic Prediction Workshop (AePW) has been

crafted to follow in the footsteps of these prior workshops, extending benchmarking efforts to unsteady computational

methods and coupled fluid/structure methods

The AIAA Aeroelastic Prediction Workshop was held in conjunction with the 53rd AIAA Structures, Structural

Dynamics, and Materials Conference on April 21-22, 2012, in Honolulu, Hawaii. The AePW and its follow-on activ-

ities are collaborations within the aeroelastic community to assess the state-of-the-art in computational aeroelasticity

(CAE), assess the experimental data available for performing this assessment and provide a roadmap forward. The

AePW was not a strict validation activity, however, the organizing committee drew on the logic and process that

guides validation efforts, dividing the complex problem of nonlinear unsteady aeroelastic analysis of an aerospace

vehicle into simpler components. The components, or building blocks, were formulated to focus on specific aspects of

the underlying physics. The coarse-grain building blocks in aeroelasticity are: 1) unsteady aerodynamics; 2) structural

dynamics; and 3) coupling between the fluid and the structure. The AePW organizing committee members viewed

the unsteady aerodynamics portion of the problem as the most challenging and the aspect that introduced the most

uncertainty into an aeroelastic analysis. The 2012 workshop focused primarily on validating unsteady aerodynamic

models and methods, with an initial venture into a weakly coupled aeroelastic system.

The approach taken was to utilize existing experimental data sets in the building-block approach, incrementally

validating targeted aspects of CAE tools. Two types of experimental data were used: data obtained with the model at

a stabilized constant test condition and data obtained while the model was undergoing forced sinusoidal oscillations.

While the focus was on forced oscillation data, it seemed a logical stepping stone in the process to include correspond-

ing unforced— steady, stabilized— cases. The computational community was challenged to perform both steady and

unsteady aerodynamic analyses on three configurations in manners that would match the results from these experimen-

tal data sets and present their results at the workshop. Three configurations served as test cases for the AePW. Each

are shown mounted in their wind tunnel test configurations in figure 1: the Rectangular Supercritical Wing (RSW); the

Benchmark SuperCritical Wing (BSCW) and the High Reynolds Number Aero-Structural Dynamics (HIRENASD)

model.

(a) RSW, mounted in TDT. (b) BSCW, mounted in TDT. (c) HIRENASD, mounted in

ETW.

Figure 1. Test configurations, shown mounted in the wind tunnels.

The RSW10–12 was tested in 1982 in the NASA Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)13, 14 using Freon R-12 as the

test medium. For this experiment, a rectangular planform, “rigid” supercritical wing was sidewall-mounted to a small

splitter plate and oscillated in pitch, exhibiting a moderate shock and boundary-layer interaction. A summary of the

AePW results for this configuration, experimental data, configuration details and additional reference material was

published in 2012.15

The BSCW16, 17 was also tested in the TDT, using a similar heavy gas (R-134a) as the test medium. This data

set was acquired in 2000 for a “rigid” rectangular planform similar to the RSW that was sidewall-mounted to a large

splitter plate assembly and oscillated in pitch via the TDT Oscillating Turntable,18 exhibiting a strong shock and

boundary-layer-induced separated flow at a moderate angle of attack. Analyses of the experimental data set can be

found in Piatak and Cleckner18 and Heeg and Piatak.19
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The HIRENASD testing, led by Rheinisch-Westfaelische Technische Hochschule (RWTH) Aachen was conducted

in the European Transonic Windtunnel (ETW) in 2006, with gaseous Nitrogen as the test medium. For this experiment,

a model with well-separated structural dynamic modes was mounted to the tunnel ceiling and oscillated at or near

the frequency of the first bending mode, the second bending mode, or the first torsion mode. Wind tunnel model

descriptions, testing and experimental data are reported in numerous publications.20–22 Numerous computational

studies of HIRENASD were performed prior to using this configuration for the AePW;23–26 computational results

from several of the analysts participating in the AePW have also been published.27–30

The intended build-up of complexity was undermined by the choices made in test conditions. Transonic conditions

were intentionally chosen for several important reasons. Transonic conditions are often considered to be the most criti-

cal conditions with regard to aeroelastic phenomena such as flutter onset, buffet and limit cycle oscillations.31–33 In the

transonic range, various flow phenomena can initiate and produce severe aeroelastic issues. As such, the most signifi-

cant disagreements among computational results and between experiments and computations are observed. Coupling

the criticality and the historical discrepancies drew the organizing committee to consider transonic predictions as the

necessary starting point for discussion of workshop configurations and cases. In making the choice to examine tran-

sonic flow, however, simplicity was undermined. Benchmarking first against a benign subsonic test condition seems an

obvious requirement in retrospect. For the HIRENASD case, a subsonic condition was added to the matrix of analysis

conditions, although somewhat late in the workshop execution timeline.

Forced oscillatory excitations were chosen as the primary test data for the AePW. This type of test data has histor-

ically been used in unsteady aerodynamic validation efforts within the field of aeroelasticity. This choice of excitation

relates to the aeroelastic foundation of the AePW. Experimentally, it is common for data at an instability to be dom-

inated by an unstable (positive damping) sinusoid. An aeroelastic system is one where the aerodynamic forces and

the structural deformations feed off of each other and the phasing between the forces and deformations is critical.

Forced oscillatory excitation allows for straightforward examination of the phase between the forces and the deforma-

tions. Linear aeroelastic analyses are usually performed in the frequency domain and knowledge of the behavior of

the system as a function of oscillation frequency has historically provided comparison data that corresponds with the

computational results. This type of forcing function also provides inputs of sufficient amplitude to make the response

more observable. For each unsteady test and analysis condition, the unforced system case— steady— was also ana-

lyzed and compared with corresponding experimental data. Detailed tables of all of the workshop test conditions are

published on the AePW website34 and in prior publications.35

Much of the data discussed in the current paper has been presented previously and many of the lessons learned dis-

cussed in the prior publications.35–37 The interested reader is referred to these publications to obtain a more thorough

understanding of the workshop participation and results. The current paper highlights a few aspects of the workshop

pertinent to conducting a validation exercise in unsteady aerodynamics. The remainder of this paper is structured to

first summarize the workshop discussions and findings. Four validation aspects of the workshop are then discussed

in sequence: the influence of tightening the analysis variables; postprocessing effects; inclusion of aeroelastic cou-

pling; and representations of unsteady data. The concluding sections briefly discuss recommendations for improved

validation efforts and follow-on activities.

II. Workshop summary

The main content of this paper is devoted to validation-relevant experiences from the AePW. To provide back-

ground and context for those discussions, a summary workshop is presented here. The fundamental questions that the

workshop was established to answer are:

• How good are our tools and processes, and what aspects of those tools need further development?

• How good are our experimental data bases relative to what constitutes a “good validation data set” for compu-

tational aeroelasticity.

Independent teams of analysts performed computations and supplied their results to help address these questions.

Each team was free to choose their own solution methods, input parameters for those solutions, and aerodynamic grids.

The grids were required to comply with an established set of gridding guidelines38 or the analysts could choose from

among grids supplied by the organizing committee. Most teams chose to generate their own grids. For the aerodynamic

flow solutions, the AePW teams generally chose Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) flow solvers, and the

majority chose to use either a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model39 or Menter’s Shear Stress Transport turbulence

model.40 These choices reflect the state-of-the-art or perhaps, better-phrased, the state-of-the-current practices within

the CFD community. In terms of common practice for aeroelastic solutions, this represents the practices of those on the

leading edge of modeling complexity. This level of flow solution is perhaps becoming more common, however, linear
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methods such as doublet lattice aerodynamics41 and ZONA42 are still more commonly used by practitioners. Heeg

et al.35 provides tables showing the analysis teams, configurations analyzed and the details of the solution methods

utilized by each team.

One of the primary illustrations of this workshop was the dominance of upper surface shock motion in the sys-

tem responses for transonic conditions. The principal test conditions for each configuration contained an oscillating

upper surface shock as illustrated by the example results for the HIRENASD configuration in figure 2(a). The largest

magnitude of the dynamics, i.e. in the Frequency Response Functions (FRFs), is the shock oscillation. For the

forced oscillation cases, the shocks responded primarily at the forced motion frequency, illustrated for HIRENASD;

figure 2(b) shows the magnitude of the FRF and figure 2(c) shows the phase of the FRF.

(a) Upper surface pressure coefficient distribu-

tion.

(b) Magnitude of FRF. (c) Phase of FRF.

Figure 2. HIRENASD example results, Mach 0.8, α = 1.5◦, s, η = 0.59 (Station 4), 59% span (Black: Experiment; Colors: Mean value distributions from
computations).

Another illustration of workshop results defines the flow regions where the RANS solutions appear to be satisfac-

tory when compared to experimental data. In cases without large separated flow regions or significant wind tunnel wall

boundary layer effects, the RANS computational methods capture qualitative features for these fairly thick supercrit-

ical airfoils, keeping with previous historical findings.43 The scatter among the AePW results is large where viscous

effects are significant. In the cases where separated flow or geometrically-thickened boundary layers are indicated

by the experimental data, these methods appear to qualitatively mis-predict both the steady pressure distributions and

the unsteady pressure responses. These points are illustrated using the unforced system pressure distributions for the

RSW (figure 3(a)) and the BSCW (figure 3(b)). The regions where the computational results qualitatively differ from

the experimental data include the separated flow region aft of the BSCW upper surface shock and the lower surfaces

in the supercritical airfoil cusp regions at the aft end of each airfoil. The mis-predictions are thought to be due to

the time-averaging introduced through the turbulence models employed in the RANS and URANS solvers. Even in

a time-accurate simulation, if the time step is not small enough, or there are not enough subiterations, vorticity and

separation features are smeared, and reattachment in particular is missed.44

(a) RSW, station 2, 59% span (α = 2◦, M=0.825). (b) BSCW, 60% span (α = 5◦, M=0.85).

Figure 3. Upper surface pressure coefficient distributions, unforced system data (Black: experiment mean or mode, maxima and minima; Colors: Computa-
tional mean values).

Examination of each configuration offered different lessons learned. A few of those are summarized here.
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• The most challenging aspect of analyzing the RSW configuration was introduced by poor experiment set-up.

The influences of the proximity of the model to the wind tunnel wall and the undersized splitter plate were not

as fully understood when the model was originally tested as they are today. The consequence of attempting to

capture the wall influences was that the CFD solutions varied widely, even for the unforced system results. The

variation present in these results is not viewed as an accurate assessment of the state of the art, but rather as an

indicator of the variation introduced by analysts’ input choices and possible misinterpretations of normalization

parameters.15

• Shock-induced separated flow and trailing edge separation was present for the BSCW configuration at our

selected test conditions. Lower surface separation in the cusp region was also likely to have occurred. The

computational methods that were applied had difficulty producing converged solutions for the unforced system

and for the lower frequency forced oscillation case. The convergence problems of these solutions are attributable

to the complexity of the flow field and lack of appropriate fidelity in the turbulence models.19, 45

• HIRENASD was not as challenging as the simpler geometries of the RSW and BSCW due to test condition

selection and airfoil geometry. Taken as a whole, the HIRENASD computational results compared better with

experimental data than the other two configurations, attributable to the difference in flow physics. Specifically,

the weaker shocks and attached flow were more easily captured by the flow solvers chosen. The qualitative

differences in the flow field are assessed to be due to the less severe airfoil geometry, Mach number and angle

of attack.36 One of the analysis conditions was a zero-lift case, chosen with the thought that the shock would be

less stationary and would prove more difficult to correctly predict. Because no case contained a truly stationary

shock— as will be discussed later in this paper— the zero-lift case turned out to be less of a challenge to analysts

than the test case with a strong upper surface shock.46, 47 One aspect of CAE analysis that HIRENASD analyses

illustrated is that to correctly compute the steady pressure distribution, it is important to assess the rigidity of

the model and obtain the correct deformed shape for flexible models. Failure to do this was demonstrated to

result in effective changes in the local chordwise angle of attack. Using the rigid shape, rather than the deflected

aeroelastic shape resulted in overprediction of the pressure distribution.29 The impact on the forced oscillation

results is discussed in Pranata et al.47

The workshop also produced some discussions and lessons that are fairly universal to successfully performing this

type of workshop. A few of the most important are summarized below.

• A workshop goal was to determine the relative significance of computational choices. Large variations were

observed within the computational results submitted for both the unforced system response and the frequency

response functions. There were insufficient statistical sample sizes to assess the causes from among the possible

sources. That is, not enough computational data sets were submitted with consistent parameters to differentiate

one factor from another. Differences in grid, time step size, convergence level, turbulence model and other

numerical specifications exist among the submitted results.15

• Computational solutions were not run, typically, for a sufficient amount of time to utilize classical techniques for

assessing and reducing the errors in Fourier coefficients, which are used in computing the frequency response

functions. This is not a fundamental limitation, but rather a choice made by the computational teams, either

by oversight or due to computational expense. When the frequency of the response is not exactly known or

not exactly captured in an integer number of data samples, this becomes important. For the HIRENASD case,

sufficient time records were generated by several analysis teams to determine that for the HIRENASD cases, the

responses were linear relative to the forcing function at the frequency of oscillation. Under those circumstances,

a single complete cycle of response is sufficient. Without the extended-time analyses, there would have been

zero confidence in the single-cycle FRF results.48 For the separated flow case (BSCW configuration), the record

length requirement with higher fidelity methods is the subject of continuing investigation.45

• The data processing for CFD data is significantly different from classical experimental data processing. It is

much more reminiscent of processing signals generated from a multisine signal. The results are highly sensitive

to exactly capturing single cycles and setting Fourier analysis time record length to match.48–50 Classical Fourier

analysis techniques may not be sufficient for analysis of CFD data that consists of limited sample sizes and

short time records. New techniques that can be equally applied to both CFD and experimental data should be

investigated.

The workshop effort also illuminated numerous orgnanizational issues. While many of these are discussed in

the referenced documents, the following seems important to future validation-type activities. A computationally-

relevant data set is best generated if the people formulating the computations also play major roles in formulating and

conducting the experiment. Said the other way, it is equally valid. Applying an experimental data set to validate a
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computational method is best done if those who formulate and conduct the experiment play major roles in formulating

the computations. This same mindset is useful with regard to working across fields to understand the flow physics,

and develop and apply computational methods. This is exemplified within the AePW effort, where there is an unmet

requirement to understand more about the boundary layer flow physics associated with separated flow fields and their

proper modeling.

From the lessons learned during the workshop, four specific aspects that pertain to conducting a validation exercise

were explored. These four aspects are discussed in detail in the remainder of this paper.

III. Validation aspect #1: Tightening the analysis variables

Nineteen analysis teams provided computational results for the workshop. The majority of the AePW workshop

participants built their own grids. Specifically for the HIRENASD configuration, only three out of 14 analyses teams

used grids provided by other AePW teams. Participants conducted analyses using their CFD software with their

choice of turbulence model, number of mode shapes in fluid-structure coupling analysis, and they post-processed their

dynamic data using their own software to calculate the frequency response functions of pressure due to reference

displacement. The choice of computational methods, including flow solvers, associated turbulence model and flux

construction selections are detailed in reference.35 The majority of the analysis teams utilzed Reynolds Averaged

Navier-Stokes (RANS) flow solvers. RANS equations are time-averaged equations of motion for fluid flow. The time-

averaged assumptions involve separation of chaotic velocity fluctions from the mean flow velocity. This in turn requires

the use of a turbulence model which is usually tuned for a specific flow physics situation. The unforced system analyses

were in general performed by converging RANS solutions to steady state. The forced oscillation simulations were

performed using unsteady RANS (URANS) codes, solved in a time-accurate manner with subiterations to converge

the solution at each of the time steps. Two HIRENASD analysis teams did not use RANS flow solvers. One team

employed Euler flow solutions and one team performed full-potential flow solutions. One of the primary conclusions

from the workshop was that too many variables existed among the solutions. This corresponded to a conclusion from

the first three drag prediction workshops, as stated by Morrison and Hemsch,51 “After three workshops, it is still

clear that grids remain a first order effect and obtaining high quality grids is the first step to obtaining a high quality

solution.”

Recognizing that these factors likely contributed significantly to the scatter observed within the results, a subset of

the HIRENASD analysts chose to revisit the configuration and attempt to eliminate these variables. A common grid

study was conducted using four Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) flow solvers: TAU52, 53 from DLR, Edge54

from FOI, Fluent55 from ANSYS, and FUN3D56 from NASA. The results of HIRENASD configuration re-analysis

using a common grid approach and the same turbulence model, specifically the Spalart-Allmaras one equation model39

were presented in detail at the 2013 IFASD meeting.48

SOLUTION PROCESS The fluid-structure coupling in the TAU, Edge, and FUN3D software is accomplished by modal

structural solvers. The modal structural solvers each utilized 30 mode shapes in fluid-structure coupling analysis. This

method requires the modes to be interpolated onto CFD surface mesh. To eliminate another source of differences

among the computational results, the modes projected at DLR were used in the TAU, Edge and FUN3D computations.

The first 30 modes were projected onto the CFD mesh including wing and fuselage. Here, the mode shape values

were set to zero on the fuselage, with the exception of a very narrow region near the wing and the fuselage junction.

This process eliminated a discontinuity in mode shape values at this junction, which had caused flow solvers to abort.

Note that the Fluent solver used its own internal method of coupling fluid and structure for aeroelastic solutions.

Additionally, the dynamic results were post-processed using the same software to produce the frequency response

functions.

GEOMETRY AND GRIDS Based on an IGES definition of the geometry, common grids were built with the hybrid,

quad-dominated grid generation software Solar.57 The advantage of using unstructured quadrilateral elements, rather

than triangular elements on the wing and fuselage surfaces, is the drastic reduction in the number of cells required in

the overall computational domain for comparable grid density. The flow domain was discretized using a hybrid grid

composed of hexahedrons, prisms, tetrahedrons and pyramids. Regions in the HIRENASD geometry where particular

attention must be paid to the grid generation with respect to the expected flow conditions can be identified as follows:

• Wing-fuselage junction, in particular near the trailing edge

• Blunt trailing edge
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• Wingtip near leading and trailing edge

• Wing upper surface for shock resolution

The final CFD grids used for both the steady and unsteady simulations are characterized by the properties listed in

Table 1.

Table 1. Solar grid statistics for HIRENASD configuration.

Coarse Mesh Medium Mesh Fine Mesh

Number of nodes 1,034,003 2,448,805 7,206,319

Number of elements 1,530,645 4,003,410 13,169,981

Hexahedra 907,276 2,087,562 5,892,524

Tetrahedra 593,662 1,858,259 7,126,948

Wedges 8,554 10,128 16,588

Pyramids 21,153 47,461 133,921

First grid point @ wall, (meter) 4.4e−07 2.9e−07 2.0e−07

(y+ = 1.00) (y+ = 0.66) (y+ = 0.44)

Wind-Tunnel Ceiling Boundary Cond. Symmetry Symmetry Symmetry

STATIC AEROELASTIC COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS The aeroelastic solution process requires that the rigid body

steady solutions be obtained first. These solutions are then used as initial conditions for the corresponding static

aeroelastic solutions. The aerodynamic coefficients were obtained from both the rigid body and the static aeroelastic

calculations for the coarse, medium, and fine grids. An example of these results- pitching moment coefficient of the

static aeroelastic solution- is plotted as a function of grid factor in figure 4. The ’N’ in this plot represents number of

grid points. In this figure, grey diamonds show values submitted to the AePW. The colored symbols and lines show

those obtained in the common grid post-workshop computations. These results show that the solutions from four

solvers converge in the direction of a common value. They are also more tightly clustered than the AePW values for

the same grid size. An additional finer grid(s) study is necessary to determine further trends in solution dependence

on grid refinement.

The pitching moment coefficient was chosen for examination here because it represents the least amount of im-

provement in the computational results scatter, and it combines the shock strength and location into one quantity.

Those results that have a higher pitching moment coefficient are tending downward with increasing grid size and those

that have a lower pitching moment coefficient are tending upward with increasing grid size. This was not an observable

trend in the AePW results.

The pressure coefficient distributions were compared in the same way as in figure 2 for the AePW results. Cp
results for the upper surface at the 59% span location (station 4) are presented in figure 5(a) and compared with the

experimental data, zoomed in to the shock region. In this figure, colored lines and symbols represent the computational

data produced in the common grid study, with a unique color for each mesh density and a unique symbol for each of the

flow solvers. The background grey lines represent the 24 data sets submitted by the AePW participants. Yellow circles

represent the statistical mode of the experimental data, which is the value that appears most often in the experimental

set of data. The yellow triangular symbols show the maximum and minimum bounds of the experimental data. It is

clear from these figures that the post-workshop analyses— with common grid and the same turbulence model— bring

the computational data closer together when compared to AePW computational results database. Several conclusions

can be drawn from these figures: (1) None of the flow solver results perfectly match the experimental data, (2) The

medium and fine grid solutions are tightly grouped on the upper surface and are closer to the experimental data than

the coarse grid solution, (3) there is a large scatter in results on the upper surface across the shock region; however,

the medium and fine grid solutions more closely resemble the experimental shock shape than the coarse grid solution.

FORCED EXCITATION COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS Forced excitation analyses were performed in the common grid

study using the TAU, Edge, and FUN3D flow solvers. Numerically, the motion of the wing was accomplished via

modal excitation at 78.9 Hz. The unsteady simulations were performed by restarting computations from the static

aeroelastic solutions. Typically, two to four cycles of solutions are run before the surface pressure data on the entire

wing are collected at each time step. After the surface pressure data were collected, each participant in this study used
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Figure 4. Pitching Moment Coefficients from Static Aeroelastic Solutions.

their own software to generate cutting planes at seven span stations to extract pressure coefficient as a function of a

local chord length at each time step. These pressure time histories were then sent to one person to generate the FRFs

of pressures due to displacement. Figure 5(b)shows the resulting FRF magnitude for the upper wing surface at 59%

span station (station 4) for the coarse, medium, and fine grids for all flow solvers. The plot shown is zoomed in on the

shock location.

The common grid study results show that tight control over the grid, turbulence models and postprocessing produce

a reduction in variation among the results, however, no significant reduction in difference relative to the experiment

was achieved.

IV. Validation aspect #2: Postprocessing of computational results

Postprocessing introduces significant variation into the computational results. One outcome of the closely tracked

comparisons from the common grid study, was that a “same-software and the same-person” post processing is rec-

ommended at the earliest possible stage. It is recommended that common processing begin from the pressure time

histories of the entire wing surfaces and not from the pressure time histories of already extracted and perhaps splined

data by each researcher. The influence of several aspects of the postprocessing are discussed below.

In the common grid study, a same-software and same-person post processing method was enforced. Figure 6

presents an example comparing results for different postprocessing procedures that were designed to be identical. The

figure shows, in orange color, the FRFs produced from a linearly interpolated point distribution. The blue color line

represents the FRFs calculated by one of the AePW participants in preparation for that workshop. The results show

some differences in peak values. The pink line was derived from the blue line after additional spline interpolation to

extract the Cp values at the experimental pressure tab locations.

SPATIAL SLICING EFFECTS The following problem was encountered and solved during postprocessing of the results

from the common grid study previously described. The first attempt at computing FRFs from the time histories at each

span station obtained from each flow solver produced small spikes on both upper and lower surfaces. An example

is presented in figure 7(a) at 32% span (Station 2). This span station is used as an example only; these spikes were

present at other stations too. The figure presents a zoomed in region, shown on the insert by the black circle. Note, that

in these figures the x-axis has not been normalized by the chord. The cause of these spikes was traced back to the point

distribution obtained from the cutting planes at each station, a common method of data extraction for CFD results. Due

to the orientation of the quadrilateral elements on the surface with respect to the cutting plane, every third or fourth

point in the extracted plane is very close to another point. Figure 7(b) shows the fine grid with a cutting plane in red

color on the lower wing surface. Six locations marked in green show examples where the cutting plane’s grid points
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(a) Unforced system; Cp distribution (b) Forced oscillation;FRF Magnitude

Figure 5. HIRENASD common grid aeroelastic solutions; Cp for coarse/medium/fine grids, 59% span station (Station 4) shock region, Upper surface.

are very close to each other. These six locations are repeated in figure 7 together with the spikes in FRFs. To mitigate

this issue, the cutting plane’s grid distribution and its corresponding pressure coefficient values were re-distributed

using linear interpolation. The linear interpolation method was applied consistently to the results from all three flow

solvers.48

Figure 6. AePW and post AePW FRFs processing, 59% span station (Station 4), upper surface.

TIME DOMAIN PARAMETERS Successful postprocessing requires attention to both the time spacing between data

samples and the time length of the data record. These two time domain requirements can not be satisfied post-solution

and must be considered up front in performing the calculations.

The Nyquist frequency defines the maximum frequency of the flow phenomena that can be identified using Fourier

analysis. It is determined by the time step size, Δt, measured in seconds, as shown in equation (1). In order to discern
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(a) Magnitude of FRFs. (b) Grid Distribution vs. Cutting Plane.

Figure 7. Grid Distribution and FRFs spikes; HIRENASD, 32% span station (Station 2).

content at a frequency, the Nyquist requirement is that each cycle must be represented by 2 or more time points.

Guidelines for data processing of experimental information advise the data analyst to sample the data at a rate 2 to 5

times faster than the Nyquist criteria would demand, relative to the highest frequency of concern for their application

(i.e., desired bandwidth). The guideline of a factor of 5 has also been recommended by CFD data analysts.50 Satisfying

the requirement that the Fourier analysis can properly resolve the information, however, does not guarantee that the

time step size chosen for the solution will be sufficient to model the flow phenomena of interest or produce proper

solution convergence. The Nyquist criterion emphasizes that sampling the computational results at well-spaced time

points rather than at all global time steps (decimation) is not a recommended practice until the issue of frequency range

requirement for an analysis is well understood.

fNyquist(Hz) =
1(cycle)
2Δt(sec)

(1)

The Fourier frequency resolution defines the lowest non-zero frequency that can be resolved using Fourier analysis

and determines the spacing of the frequencies available for defining frequency response characteristics. Closely spaced

frequencies enable better definition of the peak value, peak frequency and damping characteristics. The Fourier fre-

quency resolution is determined by the time record length on which Fourier analysis is performed, Tensemble, as shown

in equation (2). Often, data records are not analyzed as a single record but are broken into overlapping segments for

computing the Fourier series coefficients. The FRFs are computed using power spectral density and cross spectral

density functions that are average values obtained for all of the ensembles or data segments.58 Segmenting the data

reduces the achievable frequency resolution but improves the confidence in the results.59 The frequency resolution

values given in table 2 correspond to the finest resolution achievable for a given data set- the case that uses the entire

time record as a single analysis block.

Δ f (Hz) =
1(cycle)

Tensemble(sec)
(2)

Tables summarizing the computational solution parameters for each of the submitted analyses have been previously

published.35 Table 2 shows the parameters for the BSCW computations at 1 Hz as an example. The table shows the

number of time steps per cycle, the number of cycles computed and the number of subiterations that were performed

for each global time step. The table lists the physical time length of the computational data records, the maximum

Nyquist frequency based on sample rate and the minimum Fourier frequency spacing based on the time record length.

A final point regarding unifying the postprocessing: a common process does not ensure accuracy or reliability of

the solutions. Correct application and understanding the underlying assumptions of the postprocessing methods being

used is essential as well as understanding the CFD assumptions and processes.
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Table 2. Time Accuracy Computational Parameters, BSCW, 1 Hz forced oscillations

# of Time Fourier

# of steps # of subiters record Nyquist frequency

Grid per cycles per global length frequency resolution

Res* cycle computed time step (sec) (Hz) (Hz)

M 128 5 -1 5 64 0.20

C 128 8 25 8 64 0.13

M [128,256,1024] [8,4,2] 25 [8,4,2] [64,128,512] [0.13, 0.25, 0.50]

F [128, 1024] [8, 2] 25 [8, 2] [64, 512] [0.13, 0.50]

M [200,400,800] [9,9,3] [6,4,4] [9,9,3] [100,200,400] [0.11,0.11,0.33]

C [180,360,720,720] 4 [20,20,20,50] 4 [90,180,360,360] 0.25

M 720 4 50 4 360 0.25

C 200 10 20 10 100 0.10

M 200 10 20 10 100 0.10

F 200 10 20 10 100 0.10

* Coarse (C); Medium (M); Fine (F)

V. Validation aspect #3: Aeroelastic considerations

The degree of coupling between the fluid and the structure is dependent on many variables: flow field force

distribution (pressure distribution); flow field strength (dynamic pressure); geometric presentation of the structure

to the flow field (deformation distribution); and magnitude of the deformation. For the aerodynamic problem to be

completely uncoupled from the structural considerations, the structure must be perfectly rigid, without any elastic

deformation. This is an idealization, as all real structures are flexible under loading. Weakly coupled systems are

designated as those systems that have small influences of the structural deformation on the aerodynamics, or small

influences of the aerodynamics on the structure. Most aerodynamic studies assume that the model is completely rigid

and neglect all influence of the structural deformation. For the AePW, the RSW or the BSCW were treated as rigid

configurations.

The HIRENASD was analyzed as a flexible system, incorporated into both the unforced (static aeroelastic) results

and the forced oscillation results. The majority of these aeroelastic computations were performed using a modal

representation of the structure. The modes were obtained from a linear structural dynamic analysis of a finite element

model and interpolated to an aerodynamic surface mesh. The mode-based aeroelastic solutions were performed in

three steps. First, the steady CFD solution was obtained for the rigid body. Next, a static aeroelastic solution was

obtained by continuing the CFD analysis in a time accurate mode with a structural modal solver, allowing the structure

to deform. Finally, for the dynamic response, a user-specified modal motion was used. In this study, for harmonic

perturbation, the modal displacement for only the second mode was applied by almost all analysis teams.

There were several exceptions to this process: one HIRENASD analysis team performed direct-coupled simula-

tions using the full finite element model; another HIRENASD analysis team performed both a modal solution and

directly-coupled solutions with a simplified structural dynamic model; and one team investigated the influence of

incorporating all modes into the solution and the influence of changes to the structural dynamic model.

A finite element model (FEM) of the HIRENASD configuration used for AePW was a modified version of a model

provided by RWTH Aachen University.60 The modifications include adding the mass of the instrumentation, better

simulating the bolt connections and incorporating mount system hardware. The result is a very detailed model, con-

taining over 200,000 uniform solid hexagonal elements in the wing alone. Specific details of the FEM are described by

Wieseman.61 The modified FEM was validated by comparing modal frequencies, modal assurance criteria, comparing

leading edge, trailing edge and twist of the wing with data obtained from experiment. There was a significant change

in the frequency of the second bending mode with minor impact on the other modal frequencies. Also, the second

bending mode node line shifted inboard, bringing it closer to agreement with experimental data. The largest changes

in modal character were produced by the explicit modeling of the mount system components.

Normal modes analysis was performed on the modified FEM and the first 30 modes extracted for use in the

aeroelastic computations. The effort documented by Wieseman61 increased confidence in the structural dynamic rep-
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Table 3. Solution processes for AePW configurations

Unforced System Forced Oscillation System,

Time-accurate solutions

Steady, Steady, Time- Unsteady Unsteady Unsteady

Rigid Static accurate, aerodynamic aerodynamics on aeroelastic

aeroelastic Rigid deformed static response

Configuration aeroelastic mesh

RSW � �
BSCW � � �

HIRENASD � �† � �‡

† Performed only by analysis team HIRENASD-B35

‡ Performed by subset of analysis teams

resentation and demonstrated the insensitivity of the results to small modifications or errors in the structural modeling.

This was crucial to the Aeroelastic Prediction Workshop in that differences of the CFD results from different analysts

as compared to experiment could then be clearly discussed in terms of aerodynamic differences and not structural

modeling.

As mentioned previously, one team desired to perform a direct coupling between the aerodynamic and structural

models. Because the FEM external surface definition did not originally match the aerodynamic outer mold line (OML)

an additional modification of the FEM was required. The FEM grid points were projected to the aerodynamic OML.

The most troublesome region on the HIRENASD geometry was the trailing edge of the wing tip. The level of detail

that is required is illustrated in figure 8. This is a change to the usual process that has historically been employed in

aeroelastic analysis. It represents an additional and non-trivial requirement to be placed on the structural modeling

effort.

Figure 8. Mapping the outer surface of the finite element model to the IGES file for directly coupled aeroelastic analyses; red line shows the structural finite
element model prior to OML mapping; green lines show the aerodynamic geometry. Note that only the wing portion of the FEM is shown here.

Post-workshop, an analysis team conducted aeroelastic analyses using the finite elelement model before and after

the modifications described above, using a common grid and identical solution parameters.29 The results showed

indiscernable differences in the static pressure distributions using 30 flexible modes from each of the two FEMs. For

the HIRENASD configuration at this test condition, the dynamics are dominated by the shock oscillations on the upper

surface. At the inboard-most span station on the lower surface, there is also an oscillating shock. This is mentioned at

this stage because it is in this region (the inboard lower surface) where the largest magnitude difference in aeroelastic
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response was produced by the changes in the finite element model. The change in the magnitude of the response is

on the order of 10% at the peak magnitude location. This is illustrated in figure 9, by direct comparison of the two

magnitude plots. The differences on the upper surface in the region of the dynamic shock motion are considerably

less. Analysis of pressure coefficient data for both upper and lower surface at seven span stations on the wing show

larger percent differences for the leading and trailing edge dynamic responses than for the shock dynamics. These

larger percentage differences are thus inflated by the low values of the responses in these regions.

The aeroelastic analysis results show that for the weakly coupled HIRENASD, oscillated near the modal frequency,

the results were insignificantly sensitive to the mode shape, and demonstrated no sensitivity to the modal frequency.

Neither the static aeroelastic results nor the second bending forced excitation results changed significantly by changing

the FEM. This is not anticipated to be a finding that is extendable to more highly coupled aeroelastic systems. In

considering whether or not the results will likely be sensitive to the modal frequency, one indicator in an experimental

data set is a large shift in the frequency from the air-off condition to the test condition.

Figure 9. Magnitude of unsteady pressures and the difference of pressure coefficients, inboard span station (14.5% span), lower surface

VI. Validation aspect #4: Representing unsteady information

Formulating a workshop includes debating what type of data to request from the computational teams and how to

process and present the experimental comparison data. The following sections discuss some of the issues that arose

regarding both the unforced and forced oscillation data sets.

UNSTEADY CONTENT OF UNFORCED SYSTEM DATA SETS The experience of the AePW team is that unforced

system data does contain dynamics including large changes in pressure coefficients on the upper surface as the shock

moves. This issue was illustrated by each configuration in separate publications.15, 19, 37 Unforced system data sets

have sometimes been termed “steady” or “static” or “stationary,” but bounds on the Cp data are quite large, particularly

near the upper surface shock. The variability seemed excessive at first glance when compared with data sets used for

other CFD comparison workshops. Recent discussions among those involved in the HIRENASD testing and data

reduction continue to explore improved methods of characterizing the data for both the unforced and forced oscillation

systems. Some of these discussions and results are presented below. There are two related issues: representing the

expected distribution (usually characterized by a profile of mean values along the chord), and representing the variation

about the expected value profile.

Originally, the experimental unforced system information presented for comparison was described using mean

values. The presence of shock motion in a presumed static data set has been documented to have the following effects

on the resulting mean pressure distribution: smearing the shock over several chord stations, reducing the magnitude of

the shock, and canting the shock towards the leading edge.

A mean value only adequately represents a time history data set if that time history has a symmetric distribution.

Often, use of the mean value is accompanied by the assumption that the data is Gaussian distributed. In the case of pure

oscillations, the data distribution is symmetric so the mean is a reasonable quantity to represent the information. In

the case of an oscillatory shock, however, the pressure measured by a sensor or calculated at a grid point in the spatial

range of the oscillation can have a highly skewed distribution- not symmetric and poorly represented by statistical

quantities associated with a Gaussian distribution.
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UNSTEADY SHOCK MOTION Transonic conditions generate shocks; in the AePW data sets all of the shocks were

oscillatory to some extent. The pressure time histories in the regions of the oscillating shocks appear as amplitude-

bounded nonlinear traces for sensors that lie within the range of the shock motion. This bounded characteristic is illus-

trated by the BSCW at the AePW test conditions for the unforced and 10 Hz forced oscillation cases in figures 10(a)

and 10(b). The vertical axis in each of these figures was inverted to correspond to the usual plotting convention of the

pressure coefficient. The lower limits on the pressure plots correspond to the pressure levels that exist at the foot of

the shock; the upper limits on the plots correspond to the pressure levels ahead of the shock. Statistical mode values,

calculated from each of the pressure transducer time histories, also indicate the shock location. Chord-wise distribu-

tions of the pressure coefficient are shown in figure 11, where the abrupt changes in pressure near x/c = 0.5 for both

the unforced system and the forced oscillation system indicate the location of the shock.

These characteristics also occur for attached flow cases. A test condition (Mach 0.7, α = 5◦) that was not part

of the AePW test matrix is used to illustrate the behavior of the attached flow cases in figures 10(c) and 10(d). The

pressure coefficient distributions for these cases are also shown using statistical mode values in figure 11.

(a) Separated flow, unforced case (Mach 0.85 α = 5◦) (b) Separated flow, 10 Hz forced oscillation (Mach 0.85, α = 5◦)

(c) Attached flow, unforced case (Mach 0.7, α = 5◦) (d) Attached flow, 10 Hz forced oscillation (Mach 0.7, α = 5◦)

Figure 10. Time histories of pressure coefficients in the vicinity of the shock, BSCW, Upper surface, η = 0.59.

The bounded time histories associated with the traversing shock give rise to skewed histograms rather than sym-

metric bell-shaped histograms associated with Gaussian distributions. Asymmetry of histograms is statistically char-

acterized by the skewness.62 When data is spread out more to the right of the mean value than to the left, the skewness

has a positive value. That is, a data set with a left-skewed peak and an extended right-side tail will have a positive

value of skewness. Unforced system data from the HIRENASD configuration is shown using histograms in figure 12

and skewness in figure 13.

A left-skewed peak on the histogram indicates that the sensor is ahead of the shock more often than not; its usual

position in the pressure distribution is on the supersonic plateau indicated by large negative values. Points in time when

the sensor has its customary value generate the principal peak in the histogram. Examples of this characterization are
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Figure 11. Statistical mode distribution, BSCW, Upper surface, η = 0.59.

shown for sensors 5 and 6, (x/c=0.41 and 0.47), in figures 12(a) and 12(b). Occasionally, the shock oscillates forward

and the sensor is then aft of the shock in the subsonic flow area at the foot of the shock, at a smaller negative or positive

pressure coefficient value. These subsonic values form the right-side tail of the histogram. For points that are primarily

aft of the shock, the histogram has a right-skewed peak and an extended left-side tail.

The histogram of data at x/c = 0.5, figure 12(c), has a bi-modal character. For systems that are sinusoidally forced,

the bi-modal shape is a common characteristic of the histogram; an arcsine histogram is the expected distribution

corresponding to a sinusoidal time history. The data represented in figure 12, however, is an unforced data set. Here,

the bi-modal character shows that the sensor is fully crossed by the shock. This can indicate either that the shock is

traversing a large chord-wise range or that the shock is very sharp. It is unclear from just the histogram which case

reflects the true situation.

The skewess plot helps to define the “most likely” location of the center of the shock, although in this case the

bimodal character of the histogram at the midchord sensor is a direct sign that the center of the shock is very near this

sensor. Interpolating the skewness information, the maximum likelihood location for the shock center is just aft of the

midchord sensor, at x/c = 0.505.

(a) Sensor 5, x/c = 0.41; Sensor is

forward of the shock for nearly all

time points.

(b) Sensor 6, x/c = 0.47; Sensor

is forward of shock for most time

points.

(c) Sensor 7, x/c = 0.50; Sensor is

crossed by the shock.

(d) Sensor 8, x/c = 0.53; Sensor

is aft of the shock for most time

points.

Figure 12. Histograms of unforced system responses; HIRENASD, Mach 0.8, Reynolds number (Rec) 7 million, α = 1.5◦; 59% span (Station 4), Upper surface

The consequence of using mean values to represent nonsymmetric pressure coefficient data is that the distribution

will not represent the most likely distribution. Three types of mis-representation have been observed in the AePW

data sets, generated by using mean values to represent the pressure distribution: 1)The pressure associated with the

moving shock gets smeared over several chord stations when the mean value is used; 2) Because the mean will also

represent an averaged magnitude, the overall magnitude of the pressure change across the shock is reduced relative to

the actual difference between the end of the supersonic plateau and the foot of the shock; and 3) Because the pressure

magnitude is higher ahead of the shock than behind the shock, averaging the pressures together as the shock moves

across a sensor or a grid point resultd in the pressure distribution change across the shock slanting towards the leading

edge, rather than being more vertical.

STATISTICAL MODE, BOUNDS AND SMEAR PLOTS FOR OSCILLATORY SOLUTION TIME HISTORIES The current

AePW data processing standard is to calculate the statistical mode as the first statistical moment in the vicinity of

the shock, rather than the mean. Alternatively, Boucke63 employs a kernel density estimate method to represent the
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Figure 13. Skewness, HIRENASD 59% span station, upper surface.

expected value of the system. The influence of these alternate characterizations of the first statistical moment of the

data is to sharpen the shock (make it more vertical) and show it as stronger (larger difference between pressure coeffi-

cient ahead of and behind the shock) in comparison to the mean value representation. These alternate representations,

though, do not capture the range of motion of the shock or the variation about the expected value profile.

This variation has been represented in several ways during the AePW data analysis process. Initially, when Gaus-

sian distribution statistics were used to represent the data,46 bounds of two standard deviations relative to the mean

were displayed. In the year since the workshop, results have principally displayed bounds showing the data maxima

and minima for each chord location. In some plots, the 99.5% and 0.5% capture bounds were used as bounds rather

than the strict maxima and minima.19, 37 An example using HIRENASD data is shown in figure 14. Experimental data

time history examples at 59% span (station 4) are shown as a function of chord location in figures 14(a) and 14(b)

and as a function of time in figure 14(c). In figures 14(a) and 14(b), each of the grey lines represents a different point

in time. Here, every 100th time point is plotted. The mean, mode, maximum and minimum profiles, computed using

the entire time record are also shown. As the capture bounds are constricted to eliminate the more outlying values,

the plotted bounds squeeze in and eliminate white space. The three raspberry-colored lines in figures 14(a) and 14(b)

are snapshots at specific, arbitrarily chosen, times. Subsets of the time histories associated with sensors at three chord

locations are plotted in figure 14(c). In this figure, the time points corresponding to the snapshots of the previous fig-

ures are identified by the raspberry-colored circles. These plots show that the bounds included in figures of unforced

system data indicate the dynamic content of the signals.

(a) Time histories and statistics (b) Focus on the upper surface shock region (c) Time histories of selected sensors

Figure 14. HIRENASD, experimental data of the unforced system, 59% span (Station 4)

WHY OUR DATA LOOKS DIFFERENT The data sets for the AePW present a more accurate picture of the dynamic

content that is present than other published data sets for benchmarking workshops due to the instrumentation, data

acquisition systems and data processing methods. Example comparison data sets for the HIRENASD and the Common

Research Model (CRM), associated with the Drag Prediction Workshops,6, 7 are shown in figure 15 for a 0.4◦ change in

angle of attack. For the AePW data sets, the instrumentation and data acquisition systems were capable of measuring

and recording data minimally at 1000 Hz; the time history records were saved and used to generate the response

bounds. Experiments that focus on static aerodynamic quantities typically emphasize time-averaged quantities. For
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the CRM data set, generally only the mean values calculated from pressure sensors with 5 Hz Nyquist frequency are

available. Figure 15(b) shows the mean values with yellow triangles and the time-varying data for the low-bandwidth

sensors with the magenta circles. The CRM contains only one high-frequency pressure sensor, located near x/c =

0.5 near CRM span station 7 (73% span station). This data was recorded by a high frequency data acquisition system

during designated test points. This higher frequency data is shown by the blue dots and indicates that the low-frequency

nature of the other measurements filters out a substantial portion of the pressure response; the range of these values

shows that the CRM pressure fluctuations exceed those documented in the HIRENASD data. Bounds on the response

at other locations can not reasonably be estimated using the bounds provided at this chord location, however.

Although models intended for steady aerodynamic tests can be expected to contain some of the dynamics that are

encountered in aeroelastic testing, there are additional possible sources of increased dynamic response levels that may

be present in aeroelastic systems. These sources include: 1) structural dynamic modes designed to be in the range of

the measurements; 2) freeplay within the model actuation and mounting systems; and 3) excitation signals which have

not been reduced to machine zero during the unforced system testing.

(a) HIRENASD, 59% span (Station 4) (b) Common Research Model, 73% span (Station 7)

Figure 15. Comparison of HIRENASD and CRM dynamic content, varying angle of attack from 2.8◦ to 3.2◦

INFLUENCE OF FORCED OSCILLATION ON SMEAR PLOT Smear plots from the unforced system and the forced

oscillation case are compared for example data sets from the BSCW in figure 16. The range of the pressure coefficient

for the forced system is always greater than that of the unforced system. In the figure, this is shown for the upper

surface by the forced oscillation data (grey lines) always banding the unforced system data (black lines). Similarly,

for the lower surface data sets. Forward of the upper surface shock, the unforced system response range is narrow

relative to the forced oscillation result. However, aft of the shock, the forced oscillation response range barely exceeds

that of the unforced system. This emphasizes the flowfield is separated aft of the shock and that most of the dynamic

response in this region is associated with the aerodynamic separation physics rather than with the forcing function of

the structure.

INTEGRATED OR ROLLED-UP QUANTITIES The lift, drag and pitching moment integrate information over the entire

wing. A positive aspect in comparing these integrated quantities is that they can provide good summary comparisons.

The negative aspect is that the integration process masks local dynamics. Integrated coefficients can also be calculated

for specified subsections of the wing– that is, integrating only in the chordwise direction. For aeroelastic analysis it

has been suggested that these sectional coefficients be computed as primary comparison quantities. This has not been

done to date, although the suggestion is viewed as a favorable compromise between comparison of detailed pressure

coefficient distributions and fully integrated coefficients.

VII. Concluding remarks

The AePW effort was successful in addressing the primary questions posed regarding benchmarking unsteady

aerodynamic modeling. Areas of successes and shortcomings were identified both in computations and experiments.
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Figure 16. Comparison of smear plots for unforced and forced oscillation data sets; BSCW, 10 Hz

The discussions in this paper focused on several aspects of the workshop related to validation of unsteady compu-

tations and experiments. The three focus topics related to the computational efforts were reducing variation in the

computational modeling choices, reducing differences in the postprocessing and modeling the static aeroelastic ef-

fects. The focus topic regarding the experimental data was how to best represent the information for comparison with

the computational results, including the influences of unsteady information in presumed steady data sets.

To improve the quality of the benchmarking and move towards a validation effort, some suggested changes to the

workshop process are offered.

• Establish a benchmarking case in the clearly subsonic, clearly attached flow regime

• Eliminate configurations where the experimental data sets are dominated by wall effects

• The scope of the workshop should be focused: a single configuration chosen and a clearly defined and under-

stood goal.

• Establish better guidelines for the computations; make the guidelines available early

• Include solution convergence criteria in the computational guidelines

• Encourage variety in solution fidelity: lower fidelity (panel methods, Euler solutions) and higher fidelity (hybrid

RANS-LES, LES) particularly for separated flow cases

• Unify the post processing:

– Have a dedicated postprocessing analyst

– Request time histories of solutions submitted rather than postprocessed data

– Ensure consistency of normalizations, integration areas

– Expand postprocessing methods beyond Fourier techniques

– Choose unsteady solution comparison quantities that capture the critical features shock location, range,

strength

– Calculate integrated sectional moment coefficients as comparison quantities

Recommendations for a new experimental validation data set have come from both those involved in the compu-

tational and experimental data aspects of the AePW. An ideal data set would contain simultaneous measurements of

time-dependent structural deformation, integrated loads, unsteady pressures, skin friction coefficients, and off-body

flow fields. There are several differences between the experiments that were conducted and the physics that were

modeled. Ideally, these differences would be resolved by either modifying the experiment or by modifying the com-

putations. These differences include presence of wind tunnel walls and splitter plates, metric portions of the mounting

system, flow transition from laminar to turbulence, presence of structural dynamics in assumed rigid systems and

spatial distribution of information.
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VIII. Future directions

There are many possible and interesting future directions for aeroelastic benchmarking efforts. One of the areas

that we may now be in a good position to consider is evaluating methods to model separated and reattaching flow

on aeroelastic stability. High fidelity computational methods may provide sufficient accuracy to predict the unsteady

separated flow loads, including correct phasing representation. A study regarding the influence of the forcing frequency

on the shock motion’s contribution to the aeroelastic stability is a recommended intermediate step. Productive future

directions would also include working to improve the solutions and quantify the sources of errors in flow regimes

where the RANS solutions are considered reasonable. A major gap in the AePW effort is that no one performed

linear panel method solutions. Solutions of this type would provide baselines to directly demonstrate the changes or

improvements offered by moving from the current state of practice to the current state of the art. The AePW activity

has also illustrated the desparate need for a high-quality experimental aeroelastic validation data set that incorporates

modern testing and measurement techniques.
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